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Biomechanical Analysis of Foot–Ankle Complex during Jogging with Rearfoot Strike versus Forefoot Strike
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Background and Aim. In order to reduce foot and ankle injuries induced by jogging, two-foot strike patterns, rearfoot strike (RFS), and forefoot strike (FFS), were adopted and compared. First, RFS jogging and FFS jogging were experimentally studied, so as to acquire kinematic and kinetic data, including foot strike angle, knee flexion angle, and ground reaction force (GRF). Then, a 3D finite element model of foot–ankle complex was reconstructed from the scanned 2D-stacked images. Biomechanical characteristics, including plantar pressure, stress of metatarsals, midfoot bone, calcaneus and cartilage, and tensile force of plantar fascia and ligaments, were obtained. The results showed that RFS jogging and FFS jogging had a similar change trend and a close peak value of GRF. Since possessing more momentum in the push stage and less momentum in the brake stage, FFS jogging could be in favor of a higher jogging speed. However, FFS jogging produced larger metatarsal stress in the 5th metatarsal and much larger tensile force of plantar fascia, which might cause metatarsal fracture and heel pain. While RFS jogging produced larger plantar pressure in the hindfoot area, larger calcaneus stress, and much larger tarsal navicular stress, which might cause heel tissue injury, calcaneus damage, and stress fracture of naviculocuneiform joint. In addition, talocrural and talocalcaneal joint cartilage could bear jogging loads, as the peak contact pressure were both small in RFS jogging and FFS jogging. Therefore, jogging with rearfoot or FFS pattern should be chosen according to the health condition of foot–ankle parts.

1. Introduction

In spite of being a popular sport, running often causes injuries of foot and ankle, as which not only sustain high loads to support the body but also bear large impact from the ground [1]. Generally, foot strike pattern plays a major role in attenuating the ground impact and reducing foot and ankle injuries [2]. Thus, an increasing number of runners attempt to modify the foot strike pattern for achieving a softer landing skill [3]. As two common foot strike patterns, forefoot strike (FFS) and rearfoot strike (RFS) have different biomechanical performances, such as foot–ground interaction impact, kinetic and kinematic characteristics, internal loads in bones and tissue, Matias et al. [4].

For recommending an optimal foot strike pattern, some studies have investigated the effect of two-foot strike patterns and compared the biomechanical performance between FFS and RFS running.

As for kinematic and kinetic characteristics, different from RFS jogging, in FFS jogging, the forefoot initially contacts with the ground, it is landed with a plantarflexion posture and followed by a dorsiflexion movement [5]. Some studies have revealed that, compared with RFS running, FFS running can not only reduce the braking and impact force but also reduce the loading rate of the ground reaction force (GRF) and the knee joint force [6], as the impact is absorbed by compression of foot arch, eccentric contraction of the triceps surae, stretch of calf muscles, and Achilles tendon [7]. However, FFS running does more mechanical work (i.e., muscular work and net work of the ankle joint) and possesses higher energy expenditure, so it becomes less economical than RFS running [8, 9].

As for biomechanical characteristics, FFS running and RFS running may cause different injuries of foot bones and soft tissues, as which will bear different internal stress under two different foot strike patterns [10]. Some researchers
thought FFS running could reduce the chance of certain types of injuries and advised runners to change running style from RFS running to FFS running [11]. However, some researchers thought that compared to RFS running, FFS running would not only overload the plantar fascia and metatarsals [5, 12] but also impose threats to the foot arch and plantar connective tissues [13], so it might impose a risk of plantar fasciitis and increase the potential of metatarsal stress fracture.

Until now, most of the previous studies identified differences between FFS running and RFS running by comparing only a few parts of feet, for example, cartilage was often neglected, which might result in different or even contrary conclusions, so it is necessary to compare more parts of feet. However, even though directly responsible for injuries, the internal loads of foot and ankle, like internal stress distribution, are difficult to be in vivo measured. Because possessing the advantage of noninvasiveness, FEM overcomes the experimental limitations and provides a powerful tool for biomechanical analysis [14]. Thus, several finite element (FE) models of foot–ankle complex have been developed for predicting the internal loads in bones and tissue [15–18].

Furthermore, running has mostly been taken as the research object for comparing two-foot strike patterns. However, jogging has become increasingly popular in the past few years. As jogging often lasts longer than running, it also may produce some overuse injuries, such as plantar fasciitis, metatarsal stress fracture, and Achilles tendinitis [19]. Regrettably, only a few researchers studied jogging just for optimizing footwear [19, 20] or describing mechanics of lower extremities and lumbar spine [21, 22]. While jogging styles have not yet been compared for optimizing foot strike patterns until now.

Therefore, this study aimed to study RFS jogging and FFS jogging by experiments and simulation for reducing foot and ankle injuries. The acquired kinematic and kinetic characteristics and biomechanical characteristics could provide guidance for choosing RFS jogging or FFS jogging.

2. Methods

2.1. General Information. A male subject (age: 23 years; body mass: 76 kg; height: 1.76 m) was recruited. He was healthy without any knee and foot injuries in the past year. After being fully informed of the research procedure, he signed the consent form. This study was approved by the Medicine and Life Sciences Ethics Committee of Zhengzhou University (No. 2016xx21).

2.2. Experimental Procedure. After jogging training with RFS pattern, RFS jogging was performed at the speed of 3 m/s ± 5% for about 3 min. Then, converted to FFS pattern and FFS jogging was performed in the same condition. The jogging speed was monitored by pairs of photoelectric cells placed along the runway and the GRF was recorded by using two adjacent force platforms (9287B, Kistler Corporation, Switzerland, 1,000 Hz). If the subject did not strike the force platform with the entire right foot or ran outside the speed range, the trial would be discarded. Whether RFS jogging or FFS jogging, the jogging trial was repeated five times. The vertical GRF threshold was set at 10 N, so the stance phase commenced when the vertical GRF exceeded 10 N and ended when it fell below 10 N. As shown in Figure 1, 39 reflective markers were placed on lower extremities and their positions were recorded by using a ten-camera motion capture system (Vicon MX, Oxford Metrics Group, UK, 200 Hz). All the raw data were processed by using Visual 3D software (C-Motion Inc., USA). With a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter, kinematic data and kinetic data were filtered with a cutoff frequency of 10 and 100 Hz, respectively [17, 18].

Two-foot strike patterns were judged by the foot strike angle (FSA), which was defined as the angle between the line connecting the two marker points at the 1st metatarsal and calcaneus and the ground surface line in the sagittal plane at initial touchdown, as shown in Figure 2. Jogging is RFS pattern when FSA is larger than 8°, while it is FFS pattern when FSA is less than –1.6°. Finally, GRF, FSA, and ankle angle were measured at two-foot strike patterns and were then used as boundary and loading conditions for further FE analysis.

2.3. FE Model

2.3.1. Model Establishment. With the subject in the supine position, the right foot–ankle was firstly fixed in a neutral posture with no load applied and then scanned by using a computed tomography (Philips Brilliance Big Bore, 120 kV, 249.48 mA, 1 mm axial slice thickness, 0.32 mm in-plane resolution). For reconstructing the geometry of a 3D foot–ankle model, firstly the scanned 2D-stacked images were imported into and processed by Mimics 17.0 (Materialise Inc., Leuven, Belgium) so as to generate 3D surfaces in STL file format, then STL files were imported into the Geomagic Studio 12.0 (Geomagic, Inc., NC, USA) for further smoothing, finally, detailed anatomic structures of 28 bones, cartilage, plantar fascia, ligaments, and soft tissue were extracted and exported in IGES file format.

Next, the IGES file was imported into ABAQUUS 6.14 (Dassault Systèmes Simulia Corp., Providence, USA). Bones, cartilage, and soft tissues were meshed with linear tetrahedral elements (C3D4), as shown in Figure 3. While plantar fascia and ligaments were defined as 1D tension-only truss elements and tied to calcaneal tuberosity, proximal phalanges, soft tissues, no force emerged when they were compressed. Under a 700 N axial load, a mesh convergence test was conducted by

![Figure 1: Reflective markers.](image)
gradually reducing the element size by 10% from 4 to 1 mm until the prediction outcome between two adjacent mesh sizes had less than 5% deviation. Finally, the optimal mesh size of 2 mm was chosen and a total of 273,123 elements were finally generated. All the components were defined as linear elastic isotropic materials, as shown in Table 1.

### 2.3.2. Boundary and Loading Conditions

Next, all the elements were imported into Abaqus 6.14 as an INP file to apply the boundary and loading conditions, as shown in Figure 2. The bone-to-bone interaction was assumed frictionless with nonlinear contact. While a hard contact between the plantar surface and the ground was defined with a friction coefficient of 0.6. The proximal cross-sectional surfaces of the tibia and fibula were constrained in 6 df. As a concentrated force, GRF was applied to the ground plate and transmitted to the plantar surface. While Achilles tendon forces were applied to the calcaneal tuberosity [23]. After the boundary and loading conditions were applied, a standard static solver was adopted and FE simulation of foot–ankle complex was performed.

### 2.3.3. Model Validation

For model validation, this study adopted the same boundary and loading conditions of balanced standing reported by Yu et al. [24] (i.e., constrained the proximal cross-sectional surface of the tibia and fibula in 6 df, set GRF to be 350 N and then applied it to the plantar surface). This study predicted the plantar peak pressure of 0.18 MPa, which was close to the experimental value of 0.17 MPa in the literature [24]. Furthermore, the predicted and experimental plantar pressure had a similar distribution, as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, although a little plantar pressure difference occurs because of different foot–ankles of two subjects, FE model in this study was considered valid, and the difference is considered too little to affect the findings in this study.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Kinematic and Kinetic Analyses

##### 3.1.1. Gait Parameters

For RFS jogging and FFS jogging, the mean FSA was $14.86 \pm 3.17^\circ$ and $-3.71 \pm 2.05^\circ$, respectively;
the step time was 0.67 ± 0.15 and 0.62 ± 0.03 s, respectively; the step length was 2.49 ± 0.17 and 2.34 ± 0.08 m, respectively; the mean ratio of the contact time to the flight time of one gait cycle was 0.52 and 0.54, respectively.

3.1.2. Ground Reaction Force (GRF) and Knee Flexion Angle. Because of the variable FSA during jogging, the GRF always changed. Meanwhile, the knee flexion angle also always changed. Both the GRF and the knee flexion angle would affect the biomechanical characteristics of foot–ankle complex, especially when they reached a maximum. So, GRF and knee flexion angle were analyzed next.

Whether the vertical GRF, the horizontal GRF, or the knee flexion angle, RFS jogging, and FFS jogging had a similar change trend and a close peak value, as shown in Figure 5. With the stance phase increased, the vertical GRF increased first and then decreased, it reached its maximum value at 40%–50% stance phase; while the knee flexion angle decreased first and then increased, it reached its maximum value at 30%–40% stance phase. However, some vertical GRF differences appear between RFS jogging and FFS jogging during a full gait cycle. Besides a peak vertical GRF, a relatively small peak vertical GRF, nearly 1.6 times his body weight (BW), emerged in RFS jogging because of the initial heel impact on the ground. While no other peak vertical GRF emerged in FFS jogging. Moreover, FFS jogging had a peak vertical GRF of 2.7 times BW, which was 11% larger than that in RFS jogging.

Compared to the vertical GRF, the horizontal GRF was relatively small. Whether in RFS jogging or in FFS jogging, the zero point of the horizontal GRF divided the foot strike process into two stages: brake stage (before the zero point) and push stage (after the zero point). The horizontal GRF in the brake stage and in the push stage had a similar change trend but were in opposite direction. Compared with FFS jogging, RFS jogging possessed a larger absolute peak horizontal GRF and a longer time in the brake stage, while it possessed a smaller peak horizontal GRF and a shorter time in the push stage.
3.2. Internal Biomechanical Analysis. According to GRF and knee flexion angle, the internal biomechanics were investigated at three gait instants: $t_1$ for the first peak vertical GRF (only existing in RFS jogging), $t_2$ for the maximum knee flexion angle, and $t_3$ for the maximum peak vertical GRF. After performing simulation at three gait instants, internal loads, including plantar pressure, stress in bones and tissue, and tensile force of plantar fascia and ligaments, were obtained.

3.2.1. Plantar Pressure. Figure 6 shows the plantar pressure distribution in RFS jogging and FFS jogging. At $t_1$ gait instant, the peak plantar pressure reached 0.45 MPa and lay in the hindfoot area. At $t_2$ gait instant, both forefoot and hindfoot contacted with the ground in RFS jogging, so the plantar pressure lay in both forefoot area and hindfoot area; FFS jogging had a higher peak value in forefoot area and a smaller distribution area in the hindfoot area than RFS jogging. At $t_3$ gait instant, the plantar pressure was mainly distributed in the forefoot area and the peak plantar pressure reached its maximum value on the lateral side, whether RFS jogging or FFS jogging; moreover, the plantar pressure in RFS jogging had almost the same distribution as and a close peak value to that in FFS jogging. Because of possessing a larger vertical GRF, FFS jogging had a slightly larger plantar peak pressure of 0.47 MPa compared to RFS jogging.

3.2.2. Stress Distribution of Five Metatarsals. Figure 7 shows the stress distribution of five metatarsals in RFS jogging and FFS jogging. As the contact location changes, RFS jogging and FFS jogging had different metatarsal stress distributions at three gait instants.

In RFS jogging, the stress distribution area changed from the medial side to the lateral side. At $t_1$ gait instant, metatarsal stress was mainly distributed on the medial side (1st, 2nd, and 3rd metatarsals) and the 1st metatarsal had an obvious larger stress than the 2nd and 3rd metatarsals. At $t_2$ gait instant, the 1st and 2nd metatarsal stress decreased and the 4th and 5th metatarsal stress increased, resulting in a relatively even stress distribution among the five metatarsals. At $t_3$ gait instant, the 1st and 2nd metatarsal stress continued to decrease and the 4th and 5th metatarsal stress continued to increase, so that metatarsal stress was mainly distributed on the lateral side.

Because the contact location in FFS jogging always lay in the forefoot area, the metatarsal stress at $t_2$ gait instant had almost the same distribution as and a close peak value to that at $t_3$ gait instant, and the metatarsal stress was mainly distributed on the lateral side (3rd, 4th, and 5th metatarsals). The peak metatarsal stress in FFS jogging reached 34.36 MPa at $t_2$ gait instant and in the 5th metatarsal, it was much larger than that in RFS jogging.

3.2.3. Stress Distribution of Midfoot Bone. Figure 8 shows the stress distribution of midfoot bone in RFS jogging and FFS jogging. Midfoot bone consists of a tarsal navicular bone, three cuneiform bones, and a cuboid bone. Both at $t_2$ and $t_3$ gait instant, stress was mainly distributed in the tarsal navicular bone and three cuneiform bones. The peak stress at $t_2$ gait instant was close to that at $t_3$ gait instant, whether in RFS jogging or in FFS jogging. In RFS jogging, the peak stress lay in the tarsal navicular bone and reached 31.86 MPa at $t_2$ gait instant and 36.74 MPa at $t_3$ gait instant. While in FFS jogging, the peak stress also lay in the tarsal navicular bone and reached 34.62 MPa at $t_2$ gait instant and 34.84 MPa at $t_3$ gait instant. However, the peak stress did not reach its maximum value at $t_2$ and $t_3$ gait instants but at $t_1$ instant. At $t_1$ gait instant, the peak stress lay on the naviculocuneiform joint surface and reached 46.32 MPa, which is the largest stress in this study.

3.2.4. Stress Distribution of Calcaneus. Figure 9 shows the calcaneus stress distribution in RFS jogging and in FFS jogging. In RFS jogging, at $t_1$ gait instant, most of stress was distributed around the calcaneal tuberosity and a little was distributed around the calcaneocuboid joint, the peak calcaneus stress was 18.61 MPa; at $t_2$ gait instant, stress concentration emerged at the calcaneal tuberosity and the peak calcaneus stress reached its maximum value of 25.80 MPa at the attachment point of plantar fascia and ligaments; at $t_3$ gait instant, the peak calcaneus stress reaches 21.51 MPa at
the attachment point of Achilles tendon. In FFS jogging, the peak calcaneus stress reached 19.68 MPa at $t_2$ gait instant and 20.07 MPa at $t_3$ gait instant at the attachment point of Achilles tendon.

3.2.5. Contact Pressure Distribution of Talocrural Joint Cartilage. Figure 10 shows the contact pressure distribution of talocrural joint cartilage in RFS jogging and in FFS jogging. Compared to that at other gait instants, the contact pressure at $t_1$ gait instant was relatively small and its peak value was only 2.47 MPa. Whether in RFS jogging and in FFS jogging, the contact pressure at $t_2$ and $t_3$ gait instants had a similar distribution and a close peak value, and the peak contact pressure was also small. The maximum peak contact pressure was only 7.41 MPa at $t_2$ gait instant in FFS jogging.

3.2.6. Contact Pressure Distribution of Talocalcaneal Joint Cartilage. Figure 11 shows the peak contact pressure of talocalcaneal joint cartilage in RFS jogging and in FFS jogging. From the initial touchdown to the final liftoff, the contact pressure increased first and then decreased, whether in RFS jogging and in FFS jogging. Compared with FFS jogging, RFS jogging had a smaller peak contact pressure at the initial touchdown and at the final liftoff, while it had a larger increase rate and decrease rate. The peak contact pressure at $t_2$ gait instant was close to that at $t_3$ gait instant, whether in RFS jogging and in FFS jogging. Similarly, the peak contact pressure in RFS jogging was close to that in FFS jogging, whether at $t_2$ gait instant and at $t_3$ gait instant. Talocalcaneal joint cartilage had a larger peak contact pressure than talocrural joint cartilage, but the peak contact pressure was still small and its maximum value was only 7.21 MPa at $t_3$ gait instant in RFS jogging.

3.2.7. Tensile Force of Plantar Fascia and Ligaments. Table 2 shows the tensile force of plantar fascia and ligaments at $t_2$ and $t_3$ gait instants. Except plantar fascia in FFS jogging, plantar fascia and ligaments at $t_3$ gait instant had a larger tensile force than that at $t_2$ gait instant. Except long plantar ligaments, plantar fascia and ligaments in FFS jogging had a larger tensile force than those in RFS jogging. Among plantar fascia and ligaments, plantar fascia always had the largest tensile force and its tensile force reached the maximum value of 147.0 N at $t_2$ gait instant in FFS jogging.

4. Discussion

Because no other peak vertical GRF emerged, FFS jogging had a relatively smooth GRF curve, so it would be more stable than RFS jogging, which could attribute to the cooperative control
of knee extensor muscles and gastrocnemius muscle [25]. However, FFS jogging had a slightly larger peak vertical GRF, so it would be slightly higher intensive than RFS jogging.

In the brake stage, the horizontal GRF was negative, which stood for resistance. While in the push stage, the horizontal GRF was positive, which stood for assistance. By, respectively, integrating the negative value and the positive value of the horizontal GRF, the momentum in the brake stage $I_a$ and in the push stage $I_b$ were calculated. Because in the brake stage RFS jogging possessed a larger absolute value and a longer time than FFS jogging, so $I_a$ in RFS jogging was larger than $I_a$ in RFS jogging. Similarly, $I_b$ in FFS jogging was larger than $I_b$ in RFS jogging. Finally, $I_a/I_b$ in RFS jogging 1.86 was much larger than $I_a/I_b$ in FFS jogging 0.51. Because possessing more momentum in the push stage and less momentum in the brake stage, FFS jogging was in favor of a higher jogging speed.

At three gait instants, different plantar pressure distributions were presented in the hindfoot and forefoot area, which could attribute to gravity center and foot posture change in jogging. It could be concluded that the contact location in RFS jogging changed from the initial hindfoot area to both hindfoot and forefoot area to the final forefoot area; while the contact location in FFS jogging was always the forefoot area during the whole contact time [15].

The plantar peak pressure in jogging was likely two to three times that in balanced standing [26], so it would be unfavorable to our feet. For example, RFS jogging had large plantar pressure in the hindfoot area, which stood for a large impact on the hindfoot. It can be concluded that excessive RFS jogging might cause heel tissue injuries at the site of buffering effect of the plantar fat pad. While in FFS jogging almost all the plantar pressure always lay in the forefoot area during the whole contact time, which stood for a large impact on the forefoot for a long time. It can be concluded that excessive FFS jogging is unfavorable to the five metatarsals.

In FFS jogging, the peak metatarsal stress lay in the 5th metatarsal, which was corresponding to the location of the plantar peak pressure, so it could be concluded that the metatarsal stress was partially caused by the plantar pressure. Furthermore, gastrocnemius possessed high muscle activity in FFS jogging [27, 28], so a large Achilles tendon force was acquired. Then, the Achilles tendon force was enlarged by the lever action and finally transferred to five metatarsals, so it would bring an increase of the metatarsal stress. Overall, under the combined action of plantar pressure and Achilles tendon force, FFS jogging produced a much larger metatarsal stress than RFS jogging [5], so excessive FFS jogging might cause metatarsal damage, such as the 5th metatarsal fracture.
While RFS jogging not only produced larger peak calcaneus stress than FFS jogging but also produced the largest stress on the naviculocuneiform joint surface, so excessive RFS jogging might cause calcaneus damage and stress fracture of the naviculocuneiform joint.

Compared to other bones, talocrural joint cartilage had a relatively even and smooth surface, so no stress concentration emerged. In addition, talus often moves around the coronal axis in the sagittal plane and rarely performs non-physiological joint movements. Thus, the contact pressure was always small during the whole contact time, so talocrural joint cartilage could bear a large load in jogging. Moreover, the contact pressure in RFS jogging and in FFS jogging had slightly different distributions, which could attribute to the relative position change between tibia and talus under different ankle angles. Because possessing smaller contact area and bearing larger load, talocalcaneal joint cartilage had a larger peak contact pressure than talocrural joint cartilage, but the peak contact pressure was still small, so talocalcaneal joint cartilage could also bear large load in jogging.

Although possessing a close GRF, FFS jogging produced a larger tensile force of plantar fascia, plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments, and plantar cuneonavicular ligaments than RFS jogging. Especially, plantar fascia in FFS jogging had much larger tensile force than that in RFS jogging, which could also attribute to the large Achilles tendon force brought by the high muscle activity of gastrocnemius in FFS jogging. Thus, it is proved that foot posture had a greater effect on the tensile force of plantar fascia than GRF. Due to the largest tensile force of plantar fascia, FFS jogging would not be suitable for patients with plantar fasciitis [1].

Regrettably, limited by funding and time, only one subject’s foot–ankle was scanned, which might lead to a little difference between simulated results and experimental results. In fact, simplified boundary conditions might have a little influence on the simulated results, for example, GRF was set as a concentrated force, which would lead to a little plantar pressure difference. However, FE model in this study was still valid, and the difference was considered too little to affect the findings in this study.

5. Conclusion
RFS jogging and FFS jogging had a similar change trend and a close peak value of GRF. Since possessing more momentum in the push stage and less momentum in the brake stage, FFS jogging would be in favor of a higher jogging speed. However, FFS jogging produced larger metatarsal stress in the 5th
FIGURE 10: Contact pressure distribution of talocrural joint cartilage (a) at $t_1$, $t_2$, and $t_3$ gait instants in RFS jogging (from left to right) and (b) at $t_2$ and $t_3$ gait instants in FFS jogging (from left to right).

FIGURE 11: Peak contact pressure of talocalcaneal joint cartilage.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RFS jogging (N)</th>
<th>FFS jogging (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plantar fascia, At $t_2$</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar fascia, At $t_3$</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>147.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long plantar ligaments</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long plantar ligaments</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar fascia</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long plantar ligaments</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long plantar ligaments</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar fascia</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long plantar ligaments</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long plantar ligaments</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantar calcaneonavicular ligaments</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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